Abstract-Retrieved documents from queries are clustered to help users find information needed more significant in information retrieval. There are some frequent queries try finding information on an issue from the aspect of another issue. But current methods of clustering do not pay attention to the concept of the aspect included in these queries after retrieval process. In this paper we introduce aspect-oriented document clustering to group documents more significant and based on a special point of view. In our approach, text documents are represented based on a special aspect and the similarity between them is computed on the basis of its features. We use Wikipedia as background knowledge to emphasize and enrich the concept of the aspect. Then we evaluate the proposed approach with selected documents from two popular datasets, 20 Newsgroups and Reuters 21578. Results demonstrate that aspect-oriented clustering enhances clustering performance of those documents which can be equivalent to retrieved documents from aspect based queries significantly.
I. INTRODUCTION
Information is essential to us all times in our lives. But achieving information needed without organizing them is impossible while its sources are growing quickly. Document clustering is an unsupervised text mining task for organizing information through which documents are grouped into meaningful clusters [1] . It has been applied to group retrieval results from search engines for helping users find information needed more significant. The queries that users usually ask to get information on an issue from the aspect of another issue are frequent and in many of them the concept of aspect is hidden. Current methods of clustering do not pay attention to this concept. By ignoring this concept in clustering of retrieval results, the output is huge amount of documents which just includes issues represented in query with no special consideration on those documents that contain same issues from the view point of other issues.
We propose a new clustering approach to issue this problem, called aspect-oriented document clustering. There is little information available in literature about aspect-orientedness and this is the first time that it is being applied to the issue of clustering in general and document clustering in particular. By aspect-oriented clustering we A. Moeini is with the university of Tehran, Tehran, Iran (e-mail: moeini@ut.ac.ir).
mean that similarity between documents is evaluated on the basis of a special point of view. So, documents in a same cluster have maximum similarity based on the aspect and are dissimilar with documents in the other clusters. Our motivation to present this approach is to make storage space get close to query space to gather aspect based similar documents in the form of a cluster.
To introduce this approach, an external knowledge for finding and emphasizing features of an aspect in documents is essentially needed. In our approach we make use of Wikipedia [2] , the largest multilingual free content encyclopedia on the Internet, as an adequate source for required information. We test our approach on selected documents from two datasets. Evaluation results show significant improvements in clustering performance.
II. BACKGROUND
Wikipedia is the largest multilingual free content encyclopedia on the Internet launched in 2001 by Jimmy Wales and Larry Sanger with the aim at describing each concept in the world. It is a huge information resource which grows quickly and "Its English language articles alone are 10 times the size of the English Britannica [3] , its nearest rival" [4] .
Each article, the basic unit of information in Wikipedia, describes a unique concept belongs to several categories and there is a unique article for each concept [4] . Redirects link equivalent terms to an article express synonymy. Articles are connected together with internal links exhibits relationships. Due to present these different type of information, leveraging Wikipedia as an external knowledge to improve text mining tasks like document clustering has been increased recently.
An effort for exploiting Wikipedia in document clustering by using Wikipedia concepts, redirects and category information can be found in [5] . They enriched text documents and developed two approaches for mapping text documents to Wikipedia concepts. Their results showed that combining category information with document content generates the best results in most cases. But [6] concluded that representing documents based on concept and document information lead to enhance clustering performance. They also found out that, article titles and its compressed version based document representation has good effect on clustering results due to ignore unusual and unimportant terms. Other works in this area include [7] clustered short text documents with use of Wikipedia data to solve the problem of information overloading in news or blog feeds.
Reference [8] proposed a method to exploit the importance of N-grams in a document and Wikipedia based additional 
III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH TO ASPECT-ORIENTED DOCUMENT CLUSTERING
A. Concept of the Aspect An issue can be described from the aspect of some other different issues. To find the relationship between the interested aspect and the issue, it is essential to emphasize features of the aspect. E.g. when we consider at "international communications from the aspect of economics," the concepts like microeconomics, macroeconomics, international economics, inflation, monetary policy, etc are some features of economics.
B. Aspect-Orientedness in Document Clustering
When we want to mark out a ball based on its corresponding usage, a ball game kind is the considering aspect in marking out a ball, like the right hand one in Fig. 1 for football game. E.g. we want to cluster document from the view point of economics. For economics-oriented clustering in vector space model, features of a document vector correspond to features of economics and demonstrate economics-based representation of a document. In this case, two documents: 1) Can be similar while associate with aspect of economics and lie in same cluster after performing economics-oriented clustering. 2) Can be dissimilar while associate with aspect of economics and lie in dissimilar clusters after performing economics-oriented clustering. 3) Do not associate with aspect of economics but lie in same cluster (i.e. non economics cluster) after performing economics-oriented clustering. In an ideal economics-oriented clustering, a non-economics cluster will be produced including all documents which do not associate with economics and each of the other clusters corresponds to a single content of economics.
C. Framework of Aspect-Oriented Document Clustering Approach
The pseudocode and framework of our approach for utilizing Wikipedia in aspect-oriented document clustering is presented in Fig. 2 and 3 respectively.
In this approach, we first, enrich concept of the aspect using Wikipedia based knowledge (line1). Different type of data including redirects, categories, links and the contents of Wikipedia articles are used to find features of the aspect. After that, we scan text documents to extract these features and represent them based on the features in vector space model (line 2). Aspect based document are the input of clustering algorithm for the last step. Finally, documents are clustered with basic k-means, a well-known partitioning clustering algorithm (line 4). 
D. Enriching Concept of the Aspect
The main issue of concern to us is using Wikipedia data to enrich concept of the interested aspect leading to achieve its features. The pseudocode reported in Fig. 4 shows the enrichment process. In this process following data are extracted as aspect`s features: 1) The title, redirects, contents and categories of article of the aspect (lines 1-4) 2) The children of those aspect`s categories which have same title with those articles that have in and also out 
have in or out link from/to article of the aspect and their maximum category distance is two (lines 11-14). As Wikipedia has a hierarchical category structure, the distance between a category and its children is equal to one and so on. 4) The children of those aspect`s categories which have the same title with the articles that have in or out link from/to the article of the aspect and their maximum category distance is two (lines 15-18). 
E. Representing Documents Based on the Aspect
In this approach, we represent documents based on the interested aspect in vector space model. First, documents are scanned to extract aspect`s features then they will be represented based on four schemas: concept (maximum distance=1), concept (maximum distance=2), concept-compressed concept (maximum distance=1) and concept-compressed concept (maximum distance=2). These schemas are described in table I. 
F. Clustering
For this step, basic K-Means algorithm [9] , a well-known partitioning algorithm is chosen to cluster documents. Documents are represented in vector space model and cosine distance is the similarity measure in the algorithm.
IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Wikipedia Data
Wikipedia dump files by 16 Sept. 2010, downloadable from http://dumps.wikimedia.org/ are utilized for enriching concept of the aspect.
B. Database Used
In order to evaluate our approach it is needed to cluster documents based on an arbitrary aspect. We choose two issues as interested aspects; each one has adequate number of related documents in a text dataset. The well related categories with the aspect are selected to test from 20 Newsgroups [10] and Reuters 21578 [11] datasets. Actually, categories are subordinate concepts of the aspect.
1) Reuters 21578
For this dataset, we choose petroleum as interested aspect for document clustering. Table II Shows the categories related to petroleum in Reuters dataset. Each category has at least 10 documents while they are not belonged to more than one category. 
2) 20Newsgroups
We select five categories related with computer aspect from 20 Newsgroup dataset. 
C. Tools
For the task of text clustering, we use Dragon toolkit [12] , a Java open source application and JWPL [13] , Java Wikipedia Library, to utilize Wikipedia xml dumps.
D. Evaluation metrics
In the experiment step, F-Score, Purity and Entropy are used to measure the clustering performance. Entropy exhibits the purity of clusters and is weighted sum of the entropy of all clusters which is defined for cluster i as P is the probability that a member of cluster i belongs to class j . F-Score is a composite measure of Precision and Recall scores that will be 1 for a perfect clustering and is defined as follows:
Purity is related to the precision measure. It is computed by assigning each cluster to the class which is most frequent in the cluster, and then measuring the accuracy of this assignment [14] . Formally:
E. Results
As seen in Table IV cluster Purity, F-Score and Entropy for baseline representation (disregarding the aspect) and the four document representation schemas are represented. A bold font is used to express F-Score and Purity scores higher and Entropy scores lower than baseline. Table V shows improvement of aspect-oriented clustering approach.
Also, Fig. 5 and 6 show a better comparison of the evaluation metrics values for the two tested datasets. It can be observed from Table V and Fig. 6 , that the proposed approach has good effect on 20 Newsgroups dataset in all cases in terms of F-Score, Purity and Entropy. But for Reuters 21578 dataset, the approach is effective only for schemas with maximum distance of length two in terms of all three evaluation metrics (see Fig. 5 ). We see that representing documents based on concept-compressed concept schema, while the concept of aspect has been enriched with in-out links with maximum category distance of length two, changes evaluation metric scores effectively and considerably. We have introduced a new clustering approach guided by a special point of view denoted aspect in this paper. To enrich concept of the aspect different types of Wikipedia data have been used. Then we have evaluated the proposed approach on two text datasets with three evaluation metrics, F-Score, Purity and Entropy. The Results demonstrate that aspect-oriented clustering enhances clustering performance significantly for those documents which can be equivalent to retrieved documents from aspect based queries. Moreover, clustering speed increases as the dimensionality of text document vectors decreases due to represent them based on only features of the aspect but not all collection terms. Due to the approach`s dependency on the aspect, mining it hidden in user`s queries, improves approach`s applicability. For the queries include more than one aspect, a nested aspect-oriented clustering can be performed. Such an example like "increasing oil price from the aspect of Middle East developments and its effects from the view point of economics" .
